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#Read the serialized hash back, remove "\n", deserialize it
$serializedHobbies = <IN>;
chomp ($serializedHobbies);
my $hobbiesAgain = $dumper-> deserialize ($serializedHobbies);
my $person;
print "\nFriends and their hobbies:\n";
foreach $person (keys %$hobbiesAgain){

print $person, "\t\t", $$hobbiesAgain{$person}, "\n";
}

#Read the serialized array of arrays back, remove "\n", deserialize it
$serializedStats = <IN>;
chomp ($serializedStats);
my $statsAgain = $dumper->deserialize ($serializedStats);
my $i;
print "\nFriends and their stats:\n";
for ($i=0; $i <= 4; $i++){

printf "%-15s %-15s %3d %3d %3d\n",
$statsAgain -> [$i] -> [0], $statsAgain -> [$i] -> [1],
$statsAgain -> [$i] -> [2], $statsAgain -> [$i] -> [3],
$statsAgain -> [$i] -> [4];

}

close IN;

The program starts by creating a new Data::Serializer object called $dumper. $dumper is used for all
serialization and deserialization. First, the scalar $friend is serialized into $serializedFriend which
is written into the file data.txt followed by a newline character.

open OUT, ">data.txt";
print OUT $serializedFriend, "\n";

Next, the list @friends is assigned a value, serialized, and the serialized string written out to the file
data.txt, followed by a newline character.

print OUT $serializedFriends, "\n";

Similarly, the hash %hobbies, and the array of arrays referenced by $friendsStats, are serialized and
written out to the same file data.txt. Finally, an anonymous array of arrays is serialized and stored to
the file. The OUT filehandle is closed so that everything is written out to the file correctly.
The second part of the program opens the same file data.txt for reading, reads the four lines in the file
one by one, and deserializes the strings to obtain the original data structures. The contents of the original
data structures are printed out to the standard output or screen. For example, the following lines of code
read the fourth string from the file, and obtain the original contents of the array of arrays.

$serializedStats = <IN>;
chomp ($serializedStats);
my $statsAgain = $dumper->deserialize ($serializedStats);

Note that when the program writes into the file in the first half, the serialized string is followed by a \n as
it is printed into the file. Therefore, at the unrolling end, after the line containing the serialized string has
been read, it is chomped to remove the \n inserted at the end.
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When several serialized strings are stored in the same file, they must be read back in the exact same order.
In addition, if any additional characters, such as \n are inserted into the same file, they must be read back
in the exact same order, in the exact same place. If the order is not followed exactly, the deserialization
process complains about extraneous or non-understood characters and fails.
The contents of the file data.txt after the program has been run are given below for the perusal of the
curious-minded. The strings that are produced by serialization are a sequence of hexa-decimal digits.
Some of the lines are long and hence are broken into pieces. Each data structure starts with the string
ˆData::Dumper|||hex|ˆ.

ˆData::Dumper|||hex|ˆ5c274a757374696e204f5c274d616c6c657927
ˆData::Dumper|||hex|ˆ5b274a757374696e204f5c274d616c6c6579272c274368726973746f7068657220
5061756c272c275368616e65204a61686e6b65272c27536574682047726f7373272c2753657468204d75737
3656c6d616e272c274772656720456973656e62656973275d
ˆData::Dumper|||hex|ˆ7b274772656720456973656e6265697327203d3e20274769726c73272c274a7573
74696e204f5c274d616c6c657927203d3e202753696e67696e672f416374696e67272c2753657468204d757
373656c6d616e27203d3e20275361696c696e67272c27536574682047726f737327203d3e2027536f636365
722f5363686f6f6c272c275368616e65204a61686e6b6527203d3e2027536f63636572272c2743687269732
05061756c27203d3e2027536b69696e672f576f726b696e67206f7574277d
ˆData::Dumper|||hex|ˆ5b5b274368726973205061756c272c27436f6c6f7261646f20537072696e677327
2c32332c37362c3138305d2c5b275368616e6b65204a61686e6b65272c27436f6c6f7261646f20537072696
e6773272c31392c37332c3135305d2c5b27536574682047726f7373272c27436f6c6f7261646f2053707269
6e6773272c32302c37302c3136305d2c5b2753657468204d757373656c6d616e272c27436f6c6f7261646f2
0537072696e6773272c32322c37342c3137305d2c5b274772656720456973656e62656973272c27436f6c6f
7261646f20537072696e6773272c32322c37362c3136355d5d

10.4 Connecting to Databases

When a program deals with a small amount of data or deals with data whose structure is simple, but the
program needs a persistent existence for the data, a text file or a DBM database works well. We already
know from our discussion in Section 10.1 that a DBM database is essentially very simple. A DBM database
contains a set of key-value pairs, and can be associated easily with a Perl hash. In Perl, a key for a hash
is a scalar. A value in a hash is a scalar as well. Thus, we can compare a DBM database to a simple
data table containing two columns: a key column and a value column. The content of each column is a
scalar, in particular, a string. No other data types can be used. For example, if we want the key or the
value to correspond to a date in a specific format (say, yyyymmdd) or a number in a specific format (say,
floating point number with 10 digits including 4 after the point), we cannot really enforce the requirement
unless we write the data validation code ourselves. If we want the data table to contain five columns for
an individual, say, a last name, a first name, a social security number, a phone number and an address,
we cannot do so in a straight-forward manner. If we want the data to contain several related tables (say,
a table containing identifying information for individual customers, and another table containing orders
customers have placed at a store), we cannot do so straight-forwardly either. In addition, a DBM database
becomes inefficient beyond a few tens of thousands of key-value pairs. Additionally, a DBM database can
be queried in only one way: given a key, find the value. Sometimes, we may prefer to have more flexibility
in querying the database. For example, we may want to find all individuals that have an associated value
larger than a certain threshold.
When we are interested in storing a large amount of data with rich structure, and also want to be able to
query the data in a flexible and efficient manner, we need to use a database. There are several models that can
be used to build a database. Building a database system is very complex, expensive and time-consuming,
and only a large organization or a dedicated group of individuals can do so in practice. The relational model
is the dominant model at this time. The relational model was introduced by Codd [Cod70] and is based
on the Entity-Relationship (ER) Model of data representation, introduced by Chen [Che76]. Simply speaking,
the relational model looks at data as one or more tables of data. Each piece of data in a table in a row or a
record. A record or row has several fields or columns. One field is required to be unique across all records in
a particular table. This field is called the key for the table. The key can be a combination of several fields as
well. If there are several tables, they are not all independent; they are usually related using so-called foreign
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keys. However, this text book is not the place if one is not familiar with databases. One is referred to a book
such as [NE02] for a tutorial introduction to databases.
There are many database servers available in the market for use by a programmer. The prices vary from
being free to hundreds of thousands of dollars depending on the sophistication of the system, and the phi-
losophy of the manufacturers. Freely available database systems include the widely-used MySQL system,
and also the Postgresql system. There are many commercial database systems. These include Access and
SQLServer from Microsoft, Inc., various versions of Oracle databases from Oracle, Inc., FileMaker Pro,
originally from Apple Computers, Inc., and now from FileMaker, Inc., etc.
A database consists of the data and the engine that accesses and manipulates the data based on user or
administrator requests, usually called queries, sometimes called statements. All relational databases use a
language called the Structured Query Language (SQL) to query the actual storehouse of data. The database
stores all the tables and for a program to be able to use the knowledge stored, the program has to be able to
access and manipulate the contents of the database. All databases provide user interfaces in which a query
can be typed and the response obtained from the database. SQL queries can be embedded in programs in
other languages as well. SQL is supposed to be a standardized language, but every database manufacturer
seems to add a little extra to it, making it somewhat incompatible from system to system. Thus, in practice
there are many dialects of SQL. In this chapter, we primarily look at the MySQL database and the version
of SQL that it uses.
First, to work with a database, the database server must be running and must be accessible to the program.
The database does not have to run on the same machine as the program that tries to access it. The database
server may run on another machine across the Internet. However, wherever the database program may
run, the Perl program must be able to make a connection to it, send it SQL queries, and receive responses in
return from it. Usually, any database that is properly set up, specifies a set of authorized users, the machines
they can login from, a password for each user-machine combination, and the type of access allowed for
each user-machine combination. It is possible for a database to have very fine-grained authentication and
access mechanisms. This is especially necessary if the database is accessible over the Internet with many
different types of users having access to it, or if the database contains sensitive information crucial to an
organization’s functioning.
To access a specific database from a Perl program, we need two modules: DBI.pm and a driver module. The
DBI.pm module is a database access module. It defines a consistent database access interface irrespective
of the actual database used behind the scene. By a consistent interface, we mean a set of methods, variables
and conventions that all program have access to and use.
An actual database has a database engine or a database server. We need a driver specific to the actual
database to be able to communicate with the actual database. Thus, we need to install the appropriate
driver modules. The programming interface provided by the DBI.pm module actually talks to low-level
driver modules that do most of the work.
The DBI.pm module sends the method calls from the Perl program to the appropriate database-specific
driver, if necessary. The DBI.pm module also loads the appropriate drivers. The drivers have private inter-
face functions that implement certain specific functions the specific database server or engine. For example,
for connecting to a MySQL database server, we need to install the mysql.pm driver module. It is a DBD
module. One way to install the mysql.pm module is to download and install the Msql-Mysql-modules.
If one wants to install just the mysql.pm module, one should indicate during the installation process that
the MSQL-specific module msql.pm is not needed.
Two terms are frequently used in programs that use the DBI.pm module.

• A database handle: A database handle is used to open a connection with an actual database. Later, it is
used in all steps required in query processing. We will discuss the steps in detail later.

• A statement handle: To execute an SQL statement from within a Perl program, several steps are neces-
sary. As a result, it helps to have an SQL statement. We discuss the steps later.
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We see how these two handles are used in detail in the rest of the section. There are other handles that can
be created and used within the Perl program as well.

10.4.1 Creating a MySQL Table in a Perl Program

In MySQL or any other database server, a database needs to be first created. A database can be created
using an SQL command. This can be done by opening a MySQL client on the command line. One is
advised to consult appropriate documentation on MySQL. Once a database has been created, one can use
the database, and can create tables within the used database. Database servers other than MySQL also
provide similar functionality, but the commands used may be different. To create a table, we need to use an
SQL command. This SQL command can be run on the MySQL client using a command-line interface. The
same SQL command used for creating a table can be embedded in a Perl program as well. This is precisely
what the following program illustrates.

Program 10.10

#!/usr/bin/perl
#creatDB.pl
#Create a table

use DBI;
use strict;

my $databaseDriver = "mysql";
my $databaseName = "test";
my $databaseDSN = "DBI:$databaseDriver:$databaseName";
my $databaseUserName = "Project";
#this is for illustration only; a better idea is to prompt for the password
#and not hardcode it in the program
my $databasePassword = "Project";

#connect to DB and make a handle
my $dbh = DBI -> connect ($databaseDSN, $databaseUserName, $databasePassword)

or die $DBI::errstr;
#issue a query to create a table
my $sth = $dbh -> prepare(

qq{create TABLE friends
(STUDENT_ID INT (6) UNSIGNED AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY NOT NULL,

SSNUM INT (9) UNSIGNED NOT NULL UNIQUE,
NAME CHAR (50) NOT NULL,
AGE INT(3) NOT NULL,
HOMETOWN CHAR (100) NOT NULL,
SCHOOL CHAR (150) NOT NULL,
NOTES CHAR (255)

)});
$sth -> execute () or warn $dbh->errstr();
$sth -> finish();

$dbh -> disconnect();

The program uses the DBI.pm module that provides general connectivity to databases. The driver used in
mysql.pm. In other words, the functionality provided by the MySQL-dependent mysql.pm driver. How-
ever, we do not have to use the mysql.pm driver. The DBI.pm method connect installs the appropriate
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driver when needed. There may be other ways to install drivers, but let us just use connect to do so
implicitly. A database with the name test has already been created by the database administrator prior
to executing the current program. Usually, the database is created using the MySQL command-line inter-
face or by running a script containing SQL commands. The database administrator also has created a user
Project on the machine on which the Perl program and the mysqld, i.e., the MySQL server are running.
For the user Project on the local host or machine, the administrator has given the password Project.
To use the database from within the Perl program, the program must establish a connection to the database.
One must note that the database server a program connects to, does not have have to run on the same
machine where the Perl program is running. The database server can be running on any other machine that
is accessible over the network, as long as the network connectivity exists and the proper user-password-
machine combination has been established by a database administrator. The proper access privileges need
to be granted by a database administrator even if the Perl program is running on the same machine as the
database server mysqld. The connection to the database from within the program is established using the
connect method of the DBI.pm module. It is a class method.

my $dbh = DBI -> connect ($databaseDSN, $databaseUserName, $databasePassword)
or die $DBI::errstr;

$dbh is a database handle. The database handle is used to communicate with the database. If connect
succeeds, a database handle has been created. If connect fails, it returns undef and the program dies with
a message. connect can be called with various numbers of arguments. One is advised to consult MySQL
documentation for the alternatives. The form we use here requires three arguments: a database source
name or DSN argument, called $databaseDSN here, the name of the database user and the associated
password. The DSN argument is formed by concatenating the string DBI and the database driver name
and the database name, and gluing them with the colon (:). The Perl program and the database server are
running on the same machine.
If a connection can be established to the named database source $databaseName with the
$databaseDriver using the user name and password specified, we have the handle $dbh to work with
later in the program. In the current program, we simply create a table within the database
$databaseName in MySQL running on the local machine. The database administrator has given the user
Project privilege to create tables within the test database and access the tables within test. To create a
table called friends, the MySQL query or request that needs to be issued is given below.

create TABLE friends
(STUDENT_ID INT (6) UNSIGNED AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY NOT NULL,

SSNUM INT (9) UNSIGNED NOT NULL UNIQUE,
NAME CHAR (50) NOT NULL,
AGE INT(3) NOT NULL,
HOMETOWN CHAR (100) NOT NULL,
SCHOOL CHAR (150) NOT NULL,
NOTES CHAR (255)

)

This query or statement can be issued directly using a MySQL client, usually on a the command-line, but
possibly using a graphical user interface as well. However, when the command is issued from inside a
Perl program, there are two steps: preparation and its execution. This is why, we create a statement handle
$sth by prepareing the query. qq simply double quotes the SQL query like a string. The query uses
SQL although the SQL used is specific to MySQL. It may be a little different with other database servers
such as Oracle or FileMaker Pro or Microsoft SQL server. There is no other way but to consult the appro-
priate server-specific documentation to be able to formulate the SQL query correctly. In general, the data
types allowed, and the options that can be used are different in different versions of SQL. In the MySQL
version of SQL, the create command takes the keyword TABLE followed by the name of the table being
created. Here, we are creating a table called friends. Following the name of the table, the fields or column
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names are specified separated by the comma (,). The fields to be created are STUDENT_ID, SSNUM, AGE,
HOMETOWN, SCHOOL and NOTES. Every SQL table needs a key or a primary key. Here, STUDENT_ID field rep-
resents the primary key. It is an unsigned number with up to six digits in it. It is specified using the attribute
or option PRIMARY KEY. A primary key must also have the NOT NULL attribute. In other words, when
we enter data, the field must always have a value. The field STUDENT_ID also has the AUTO_INCREMENT
attribute. That is, the value of the key is an integer that is automatically incremented by one for every row
or record entered into the table. The second field is SSNUM representing a Social Security Number. It is an
unsigned integer with up to 9 decimal digits. The field is required in every row or record of data. The third
field is AGE, a 3-digit integer, and is required as well. HOMETOWN and SCHOOL are character or text data and
are required. HOMETOWN can contain up to 100 characters and SCHOOL can contain up to 150 characters. The
CHAR data type is fixed length. In other words, the specified amount of space is allocated in each record or
row, whether it is used or not. Unused length is padded automatically by MySQL using its own padding
character, which is the empty string. The last field is NOTES that is a 255-byte character string. This field
need not be field in each record.
Once a statement has been prepared, we have a statement handle. Some database drivers convert the
statement into an internal format during preparation while others do not do anything at all. Here, the
statement handle is $sth. The statement is executed by calling the execute method on the statement
handle. execute sends the statement to the database server using the $dbh database handle. If there are
problems during execution, the error string is available using the errstr method of the database handle.
If the execution of the statement takes place without any problem, the program wraps up the handling of
the statement using the finish method on the statement handle $sth.
When this program is run on the command prompt, assuming everything is flawless, nothing is seen on
the terminal. To verify that the program has run and done what it is supposed to, we can run the MySQL
client mysql on the command-line. An extended interaction is given below.

pikespeak[139]: mysql -u Project -p
Enter password:
Welcome to the MySQL monitor. Commands end with ; or \g.
Your MySQL connection id is 152 to server version: 3.23.22-beta

Type ’help’ for help.

mysql> show databases;
+-----------------+
| Database |
+-----------------+
| AP_news_archive |
| cprfproj |
| kalita |
| kasireddy |
| movies |
| mysql |
| prohilla |
| reuters |
| test |
+-----------------+
9 rows in set (0.00 sec)

mysql> use test;
Reading table information for completion of table and column names
You can turn off this feature to get a quicker startup with -A

Database changed
mysql> show tables;
+----------------+
| Tables_in_test |
+----------------+
| SITES |
| friends |
| testac |
| testad |
| testae |
| trainingSet |
+----------------+
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6 rows in set (0.00 sec)

mysql> select * from friends;
Empty set (0.00 sec)

mysql> describe friends;
+------------+-----------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+---------------------------------+
| Field | Type | Null | Key | Default | Extra | Privileges |
+------------+-----------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+---------------------------------+
| STUDENT_ID | int(6) unsigned | | PRI | NULL | auto_increment | select,insert,update,references |
| SSNUM | int(9) unsigned | | UNI | 0 | | select,insert,update,references |
| NAME | char(50) | | | | | select,insert,update,references |
| AGE | int(3) | | | 0 | | select,insert,update,references |
| HOMETOWN | char(100) | | | | | select,insert,update,references |
| SCHOOL | char(150) | | | | | select,insert,update,references |
| NOTES | char(255) | YES | | NULL | | select,insert,update,references |
+------------+-----------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+---------------------------------+
7 rows in set (0.00 sec)

The user is Project. The -p command-line option prompts for a password. Entering the correct password
puts us in an interaction with the MySQL server. We can run the

show databases;

command to see all the databases that are known by the MySQL server. Here, there are nine databases:
AP_news_archive, cprfproj, kalita, kasireddy, movies , mysql, prohilla, reuters and test
. Our program works with the last database called test. We then run the

use test;

MySQL command to start working with the database test. We use the

show tables;

MySQL command to look at the tables in the test database. There are 6 tables: SITES, friends, testac,
testad, testae, trainingSet . The table friends is the one the Perl program created. We use the
SQL command

select * from friends;

to look at the rows or records in this newly created table. Obviously, there are no records since we have
entered no data into the table. We use the MySQL command

describe friends;

to look at the fields or columns in the table created. The information about the fields is printed in columnar
form in a table. The fields are the ones we have declared in the Perl program. The information showed con-
firms that the Perl program is able to communicate with the MySQL database server, and that the MySQL
database server has executed the SQL statement that is passed to it by the Perl program.
If we run the program another time, we get the following message.

DBD::mysql::st execute failed: Table ’friends’ already exists at createDB.pl line 29.
Table ’friends’ already exists at createDB.pl line 29.

10.4.2 Working with an Existing MySQL Table

In Section 10.4.1, we discuss a program that creates a table in MySQL from within a Perl program. Usually,
a table is created using an interface—using either command-line or GUI-based—without the need of writing
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a program. A table can also be created using pure SQL commands stored in a file, without using Perl as an
intermediary. The program in Section 10.4.1 is an exercise illustrating that a program can create a table if
necessary.
Once a table has been created, we can populate it. A program can populate a table from data using various
sources, such as from a terminal, a graphical user interface, a text file, another database table—either of the
same kind of database or another. For example, it is possible to read from a table in an Oracle database
and write to a table in a MySQL database. The program that follows populates a database by inserting data
hard-coded within the program as well by reading from a text file. The program also runs a few SELECT
queries. SELECT statements in SQL ask the database to select certain rows from within a table within it that
satisfy specified constraints. SELECT is a very commonly used SQL query or statement.

Program 10.11

#!/usr/bin/perl
#insertFetch.pl
use strict;
use DBI;

my ($driver, $database, $user, $password);
my ($dsn, $dbh, @databases, @tables, $table, $sth, $query);
my ($numRows, $numFields, $fieldNames);
$driver = "mysql";
$database = "test";
$dsn = "DBI:$driver:$database";
$user = "Project";
$password = "Project";

##need to start the connection
$dbh = DBI->connect ($dsn, $user, $password) or

die "Cannot connect to $dsn: $DBI::errstr";

#List all the tables; private driver functions
@tables = $dbh->func (’_ListTables’);
print "Tables in database $database are ...\n",

join "\n", @tables, "\n\n";

#prepare a query;
$table = "friends";
$query = "select * from $table";
$sth = $dbh -> prepare ($query);
$sth -> execute;
$numFields = $sth ->{’NUM_OF_FIELDS’};
print "Number of fields in table $table = $numFields\n";
$numRows = $sth -> rows;
print "Found $numRows rows in $dsn\n";
$fieldNames = $sth -> {’NAME’};
print "The fields in table $table = \n ",

join (" ", @$fieldNames), "\n\n";

#Create a query with
$query = qq{
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INSERT INTO $table (SSNUM, NAME, AGE, HOMETOWN, SCHOOL)
VALUES (?, ?, ?, ?, ?)};

$sth = $dbh -> prepare ($query);
$sth -> execute (198640756,"Joe White", 18, "Colorado Springs", "PPCC")

or warn $dbh -> errstr;

open IN, "friends.txt";
while (<IN>){

chomp;
my ($ssnum, $name, $age, $hometown, $school) = split /::/, $_;
print "$ssnum $name $age $hometown $school\n";
$sth -> execute ($ssnum, $name, $age, $hometown, $school)

or warn $dbh -> errstr;
}
$sth -> finish();

#all entries
print "\n\nAll entries in TABLE $table\n\n";
$query = qq{select STUDENT_ID, SSNUM, NAME,

AGE, HOMETOWN, SCHOOL from $table};
fetchPrintRows ($dbh, $sth, $query);

#Find entries from Springs
print "\n\nAll entries in TABLE $table sorted by AGE and SSNUM\n\n";
$query = qq{select STUDENT_ID, SSNUM, NAME,

AGE, HOMETOWN, SCHOOL from $table
WHERE HOMETOWN like "%Springs%"
ORDER BY AGE, STUDENT_ID, SSNUM};

fetchPrintRows ($dbh, $sth, $query);

#perform an update
$query = qq{update friends set SSNUM = 222334444 where

name="Christopher Paul"};
$sth = $dbh -> prepare ($query);
$sth -> execute () or warn $dbh -> errstr;
print "\n\nAll Colorado Springs entries in TABLE $table";
print " sorted by AGE, STUDENT_ID and SSNUM\n\n";
$query = qq{select STUDENT_ID, SSNUM, NAME,

AGE, HOMETOWN, SCHOOL from $table
WHERE AGE > 20
ORDER BY AGE, STUDENT_ID, SSNUM};

fetchPrintRows ($dbh, $sth, $query);

#disconnect from the database
$dbh -> disconnect ();

#############################
#subroutine to fetch the rows
sub fetchPrintRows{

my ($dbhandle, $sthandle, $aQuery) = @_;
$sthandle = $dbhandle -> prepare ($aQuery);
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$sthandle -> execute () or warn $dbhandle -> errstr;
while (my $row = $sthandle -> fetchrow_hashref()){

printf "%5d %9d %-20s %3d %-20s %-5s\n",
$row -> {’STUDENT_ID’},
$row -> {’SSNUM’},
$row -> {’NAME’},
$row -> {’AGE’},
$row -> {’HOMETOWN’},
$row -> {’SCHOOL’};

}
} #sub ends

The program starts by declaring to use the DBI.pm module and hence, imports all variables, functions
and methods in the DBI.pm module. As discussed earlier, depending on the underlying database, the
appropriate driver needs to be loaded on the system. Here, the database is MySQL. Therefore, the driver
used is mysql. The DBI.pm is the high, database-independent level interface from the side of the Perl
program; the mysql.pm module provides the low-level MySQL-specific interface. The program connects
to a database using the login name Project and the password Project. If it cannot connect, the program
dies.
Using the DBI.pm method func, one can call private methods that are non-standard and non-portable and
that are implemented by a specific driver, here the MySQL driver. func takes a function name as argument,
here _ListTables.

@tables = $dbh->func (’_ListTables’);

A function argument sent to func takes arguments, the arguments come first, and the function name comes
last. One must consult driver-specific documentation to determine what is appropriate. In this specific case,
the MySQL server returns the number of tables in the test database. The list is printed by the program.
We can look at the output given later in the section to confirm.
Next, the program takes an SQL query and prepares it.

$query = "select * from $table";
$sth = $dbh -> prepare ($query);

prepare takes as its argument an SQL statement for later execution. Some database driver modules put
the statement into an internal compiled form so that it runs faster with execute. At this time, MySQL does
not really do anything to prepare a statement and merely stores the statement. prepare returns a handle
that can be used to get attributes of the statement as well as to execute the statement. Some drivers can
give useful information only after the statement has been executed. In general, DBI drivers do not parse;
the contents of the statement are passed directly to the database driver and subsequently to the database
engine. The query prepared and executed is given below.

$query = "select * from $table";

The select SQL statement asks the database to obtain one or more rows of data from a specified table to
satisfy specified conditions, if any. This select statement does not have any associated conditions. As a
result, every row of the table is returned by the database. A select statement can request the database
to return a set of explicitly listed fields for each row returned. In this select statement, no explicit list of
fields has been given. Instead, * has been specified as the field list. * indicates that all fields of the chosen
rows be returned.
Once the select statement is executed, we can query to find the number of fields in the table.
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$numFields = $sth ->{’NUM_OF_FIELDS’};

We can find the number of rows returned by a query. Here, assuming that the table friend has been
constructed recently with no rows of data, the number of rows returned by the select statement is given
above is zero. The rows method returns the number of rows affected by the last row-affecting command
or -1 if the number of rows is not known or not available. The reader is advised to consult the output of the
program given later in the section.
The names of the fields in the table are found by using the NAME attribute of the statement handle $sth.

$fieldNames = $sth -> {’NAME’};

The attribute returns a reference to a list of field names. The field names are printed by the program.
Next, the program creates a string that represents a query for inserting rows of data into the table. The SQL
query for insertion is given below.

INSERT INTO $table (SSNUM, NAME, AGE, HOMETOWN, SCHOOL)
VALUES (?, ?, ?, ?, ?)

The query or statement asks the database to insert five fields when it inserts a row into the table friends.
The fields are SSNUM, NAME, AGE. HOMETOWN, and SCHOOL. Note that the table can have up to seven columns
in each row out of which six can be specified in a query. Here, the column NOTES remains unspecified. The
value of STUDENT_ID is autoincremented. The fields to be inserted are specified within parentheses. The
SQL keyword VALUES is used to specify the values to be inserted into the table. The values are given in
a list. The values can be given directly, or one or more values can be left empty with placeholders. A
placeholder is represented by ?. In the current SQL statement, five field values need to be specified. Each
of the five fields is left unspecified at this time. The values are specified later in the program. The query is
prepared and the statement executed.

$sth = $dbh -> prepare ($query);
$sth -> execute (198640756,"Joe White", 18, "Colorado Springs", "PPCC")

or warn $dbh -> errstr;

We have seen the execute method of the statement handle earlier. It has been called so far with no argu-
ments. However, in the current invocation of execute, we provide five argument values. These five values
correspond to the five unspecified fields in the SQL query. Thus, an SQL query may have one or more un-
specified fields in the query string that is prepared. Any unspecified field values must be specified in the
execute method call. Thus, the SQL query must be fully specified by the time it is executed. Also, a
few fields may be specified in the prepared query and the rest specified in the execute method call. The
values unspecified in the prepared query must be specified in the same sequence in the execute method
call. In the current INSERT SQL statement, the values of all the fields are specified directly in terms of the
program code.
The sequence of statements that follow are used to read a text file line by line. Each line represents a row
of data. The fields in a row are separated from each other by two colons. This is a made-up separator
for our data file. The program separates the fields using the split statement. The values obtained by
splitting are given the names $ssnum, $name, $age, $hometown, and $school, respectively. The call
to the execute method that follows are passed these five variables in the same order as argument.

$sth -> execute ($ssnum, $name, $age, $hometown, $school)
or warn $dbh -> errstr;

The point to note here is that there is time expended in prepareing a query. Thus, if many similar queries
are prepared individually, one at a time, time is wasted. Some such waste of time can be obviated by
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prepareing the query with one or more missing values, and specifying the missing values during execu-
tion. In the current program, we could have prepared the query inside the while statement. However, in
such a case, the query would have been prepared for every iteration of the loop, i.e., for every line of data
in the text file friends.txt. We save some time by prepareing the query once, before the while loop
is entered. It results in saving of time which may not be noticeable only if a few lines of data are inserted
inside the while loop, but would be substantial if tens or hundreds of thousands of line are inserted. The
contents of the file data.txt are printed to the screen as the data are entered into the table.
Next, the program prints every row of data that has been entered into the table onto the standard output.
This requires the program to prepare the following query.

select STUDENT_ID, SSNUM, NAME,
AGE, HOMETOWN, SCHOOL from $table

Note that this select query has no conditions associated with it. As a result, execution of this query
results in selection of all rows in the database. Only the specified fields are selected from each row. The
prepareing of the query, its execution and the printing of every row’s data takes place in the subroutine
fetchPrintRows. This subroutine, seen at the bottom of the program, takes three arguments: a database
handle, a statement handle, and a query. The query is prepared and executed. There is a while loop in
the subroutine. The conditional of the while loop is given below.

my $row = $sthandle -> fetchrow_hashref()

The right hand side of the assignment has a call to the fetchrow hashrefmethod of the statement handle
object $sth. fetchrow hashref returns a reference for the next row of data returned by the database.
The row of data is represented within Perl as a hash. That is, as soon as row of data is returned by the
database driver, Perl converts it into a hash automatically before making it available to the program. The
program sees the row of data as a hash table where each field name is used as a key and the corresponding
content of the field as value. The program prints the field values nicely using printf and an associated
format specification. The while loop in the subroutine is executed as many times as there are rows in the
result returned by the database driver.
Next, the main program executes another SQL query. The query is given below.

select STUDENT_ID, SSNUM, NAME,
AGE, HOMETOWN, SCHOOL from $table
WHERE HOMETOWN like "%Springs%"
ORDER BY AGE, STUDENT_ID, SSNUM

This query has one condition. The condition requires that the value of the HOMETOWN field is

like "%Springs%"

The like keyword allows pattern matching. The % sign inside the string to be matched stands for any
sequence of characters. Thus, the HOMETOWN field’s value needs to contain the word Springs. It can be
preceded or followed by any number of other characters. The query also has an ORDER clause. The ORDER
clause asks the database to sort the returned rows by using the fields specified. Here, sorting is performed
using the fields AGE, STUDENT ID and SSNUM, in this specific order. The default sort order is ascending. By
looking at the output that follows the program, we an see the results of sorting.
The next SQL query executed is an update statement. When giving an SQL keyword, it can be specified in
any case. Thus, keywords such as update, select, where, order by can be specified in upper case or
lower case. However, the names of tables and fields are case-sensitive in Unix machines including Mac OS
X. On Windows machines, case does not matter for names. However, it is advisable that case be observed
so that the program is portable. The update query is given below.
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update friends set SSNUM = 222334444 where
name="Christopher Paul"

It changes Christopher Paul’s social security number.
This is followed by the execution of an SQL query that prints the names of all rows in the updated table
for which the value of the AGE field is more than 20. The rows are printed sorted by AGE, STUDENT ID and
SSNUM, in this specific order.
This program has quite a bit of output. The reader is advised to look at the output carefully and compare it
with the text of the program. It will aid in understanding the code. Once all the SQL statements have been
executed, the program disconnects from the database source. An output run is shown below.

Tables in database test are ...
SITES
friends
testac
testad
testae
trainingSet

Number of fields in table friends = 7
Found 0 rows in DBI:mysql:test
The fields in table friends =
STUDENT_ID SSNUM NAME AGE HOMETOWN SCHOOL NOTES

198640757 Shane Jahnke 19 Colorado Springs UCCS
198640758 Seth Gross 20 Colorado Springs UCCS
198640759 Matt Gustafson 21 Colorado Springs UCCS
198640760 Christopher Paul 23 Colorado Springs CTU
198640761 Justin O’Malley 19 Colorado Springs NULL
198640762 Nick Freeman 19 Colorado Springs NULL
198640763 Clint Trebesh 18 Glenwood Springs UCCS
198640764 Griffin Heath 20 Evergreeen UCCS
198640765 Qin Jiang 22 Trinidad UCCS
198640766 Brooke Peterson 22 Denver UCD

All entries in TABLE friends

1 198640756 Joe White 18 Colorado Springs PPCC
2 198640757 Shane Jahnke 19 Colorado Springs UCCS
3 198640758 Seth Gross 20 Colorado Springs UCCS
4 198640759 Matt Gustafson 21 Colorado Springs UCCS
5 198640760 Christopher Paul 23 Colorado Springs CTU
6 198640761 Justin O’Malley 19 Colorado Springs NULL
7 198640762 Nick Freeman 19 Colorado Springs NULL
8 198640763 Clint Trebesh 18 Glenwood Springs UCCS
9 198640764 Griffin Heath 20 Evergreeen UCCS
10 198640765 Qin Jiang 22 Trinidad UCCS
11 198640766 Brooke Peterson 22 Denver UCD
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All entries in TABLE friends sorted by AGE and SSNUM

1 198640756 Joe White 18 Colorado Springs PPCC
8 198640763 Clint Trebesh 18 Glenwood Springs UCCS
2 198640757 Shane Jahnke 19 Colorado Springs UCCS
6 198640761 Justin O’Malley 19 Colorado Springs NULL
7 198640762 Nick Freeman 19 Colorado Springs NULL
3 198640758 Seth Gross 20 Colorado Springs UCCS
4 198640759 Matt Gustafson 21 Colorado Springs UCCS
5 198640760 Christopher Paul 23 Colorado Springs CTU

All Colorado Springs entries in TABLE friends sorted by AGE,
STUDENT_ID and SSNUM

4 198640759 Matt Gustafson 21 Colorado Springs UCCS
10 198640765 Qin Jiang 22 Trinidad UCCS
11 198640766 Brooke Peterson 22 Denver UCD
5 222334444 Christopher Paul 23 Colorado Springs CTU

10.4.3 Using a MySQL Database Across the Internet

MySQL is a network database. In other words, a MySQL database is easily accessible through the Internet
using TCP/IP. It is possible to write socket programs to access a MySQL database running on a machine
that is accessible using TCP/IP. However, it is not necessary since MySQL provides us a simple way to do
so, by simply providing the machine name and the port number at which the MySQL database is published.
The standard port at which MySQL publishes by default is 3306. Although the example that follows uses
MySQL, the same should be possible on all modern databases as long as the database has been configured
to publish on the Internet at a certain pre-specified port number. In addition, the user specified in the
program must have access to the database.
The following program runs on the machine cs.uccs.edu. The MySQL database server is running on the
machine pikespeak.uccs.edu. The port at which the database server listens is 3306.

Program 10.12

#!/usr/bin/perl
#fetchFromCS.pl
use strict;
use DBI;

my ($driver, $database, $user, $password);
my ($dsn, $dbh,, $table, $sth, $query);
$driver = "mysql";
$database = q{database=test;host=pikespeak.uccs.edu;port=3306};
$dsn = "DBI:$driver:$database";
$user = "Project";
$password = "Project";

##need to start the connection
$dbh = DBI->connect ($dsn, $user, $password) or

die "Cannot connect to $dsn: $DBI::errstr";
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#prepare a query;
$table = "friends";

#Find entries NOT from Springs
print "\n\nAll entries in TABLE $table sorted by AGE and SSNUM\n\n";
$query = qq{select STUDENT_ID, SSNUM, NAME,

AGE, HOMETOWN, SCHOOL from $table
WHERE HOMETOWN not like "%Springs%"
order by AGE, STUDENT_ID, SSNUM};

fetchPrintRows ($dbh, $sth, $query);

print
"\n\nAll Colorado Springs entries in TABLE $table 20 years old or younger";
print " sorted by AGE, STUDENT_ID and SSNUM\n\n";
$query = qq{select STUDENT_ID, SSNUM, NAME,

AGE, HOMETOWN, SCHOOL from $table
WHERE AGE <= 20
order by AGE, STUDENT_ID, SSNUM};

fetchPrintRows ($dbh, $sth, $query);

#disconnect from the database
$dbh -> disconnect ();

#############################
#subroutine to fetch the rows
sub fetchPrintRows{

my ($dbhandle, $sthandle, $aQuery) = @_;
$sthandle = $dbhandle -> prepare ($aQuery);
$sthandle -> execute () or warn $dbhandle -> errstr;
while (my $row = $sthandle -> fetchrow_hashref()){

printf "%5d %9d %-20s %3d %-20s %-5s\n",
$row -> {’STUDENT_ID’},
$row -> {’SSNUM’},
$row -> {’NAME’},
$row -> {’AGE’},
$row -> {’HOMETOWN’},
$row -> {’SCHOOL’};

}
} #sub ends

As usual, the program uses mysql.pm driver since it connects to a MySQL database. The database is
specified using the following statement.

$database = q{database=test;host=pikespeak.uccs.edu;port=3306};

This clearly specifies that the database name is test. It is listening at port 3306 of the machine
pikespeak.uccs.edu. This program can run anywhere on the Internet and can connect to the MySQL
database if the machine name, user name, and password combination is correct. The user name and pass-
word are usually given for a specific machine from which the MySQL client, and hence, the Perl program
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can connect. It is also possible to specify, by the database administrator, that the machine from which a user
connects to the database does not really matter when creating authentication of grant tables.
The program connects to the database in the usual manner. In fact, for a Perl program running on one
machine and connecting to another machine, the only thing that needs to be changed is the specification of
the database source. Everything else in the code is the same as the program running on the machine where
the MySQL database is running.
This program executes two SQL queries. The first query finds entries where the HOMETOWN field does not
contain the word Springs. The second SQL query obtains the rows of data for which the age field is 20
or less. The program uses a subroutine called fetchPrintRows to prepare an SQL query, execute the
query, and obtain and print each of the rows that are returned by the database. The output of running
this program on the machine cs.uccs.edu is given below. Note, once again, that the database server is
running on the machine pikespeak.uccs.edu.

All entries in TABLE friends sorted by AGE and SSNUM

9 198640764 Griffin Heath 20 Evergreeen UCCS
10 198640765 Qin Jiang 22 Trinidad UCCS
11 198640766 Brooke Peterson 22 Denver UCD

All Colorado Springs entries in TABLE friends 20 years old or
younger sorted by AGE, STUDENT_ID and SSNUM

1 198640756 Joe White 18 Colorado Springs PPCC
8 198640763 Clint Trebesh 18 Glenwood Springs UCCS
2 198640757 Shane Jahnke 19 Colorado Springs UCCS
6 198640761 Justin O’Malley 19 Colorado Springs NULL
7 198640762 Nick Freeman 19 Colorado Springs NULL
3 198640758 Seth Gross 20 Colorado Springs UCCS
9 198640764 Griffin Heath 20 Evergreeen UCCS

10.4.4 Using Databases In CGI Programs

Of course, a CGI program can query a database server, either running on the same machine or on a machine
across the Internet. There is nothing complicated in connecting to a database from a CGI program. In fact,
it is CGI programming as usual. In the following, we discuss two CGI programs: a program that queries
a database to obtain the value of a Web page access counter, and a program that allows a user to search a
database by submitting a filled HTML form.

10.4.4.1 Web Page Counters Using a MySQL Database

In Section 10.2.3, we discuss how Web page counters can be kept in a DBM file. A DBM file stores a set
of key-value pairs. A key corresponds to the name of a counter and the value corresponds to the current
value of the counter. A counter is referenced by name in a Web page. Actually, the counter’s name is passed
as an argument to a CGI program. The CGI program accesses the DBM file, obtains the current value of
the named counter, creates a graphic image using the GD.pm module, sends it as an in-line image to the
Web page that is displayed by the Web browser in the appropriate location on the Web page. Of course,
a database table can be used to store counter names and their corresponding values. A very simple two
or three-column table that uses the unique counter name or a unique numeric counter ID as the primary
key can accomplish this requirement. In the context of databases, the representational and storage needs
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are very simple. However, if a company, an organization or an individual, wants to provide a service that
allows any individual creating a Web page anywhere in the world maintain counter values for free or for a
cost, such as thecounter.com, using a database is very appropriate. The single table used in the example
given below can be used together with other related tables in a database to store information about the Web
pages, the subscribers of the counter service’s facilities, the access statistics for a page, etc. Thus, the table
discussed below can be a component of a much more complex and sophisticated system.
The following interaction with a MySQL database gives the definition of the table used. It also shows that
the initial value of the counter DBBasedCounter1 is zero. This is an illustrative example, and we assume
that there is only one counter in the table called COUNTERS. In a sophisticated, possibly commercial system,
such a table may contain millions of entries. We create a MySQL table using the following SQL statement
typed in from the command-line at a MySQL client. The database user is Project.

mysql> create table COUNTERS (
COUNTER_ID INT (6) UNSIGNED AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY NOT NULL,
COUNTER_NAME CHAR (50) NOT NULL UNIQUE,
COUNTER_VALUE INT(10) UNSIGNED NOT NULL);

Query OK, 0 rows affected (0.00 sec)
mysql> describe COUNTERS;

+---------------+------------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+---------------------------------+
| Field | Type | Null | Key | Default | Extra | Privileges |
+---------------+------------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+---------------------------------+
| COUNTER_ID | int(6) unsigned | | PRI | NULL | auto_increment | select,insert,update,references |
| COUNTER_NAME | char(50) | | UNI | | | select,insert,update,references |
| COUNTER_VALUE | int(10) unsigned | | | 0 | | select,insert,update,references |
+---------------+------------------+------+-----+---------+----------------+---------------------------------+

3 rows in set (0.00 sec)

mysql> select * from COUNTERS;
+------------+-----------------+---------------+
| COUNTER_ID | COUNTER_NAME | COUNTER_VALUE |
+------------+-----------------+---------------+
| 1 | DBBasedCounter1 | 0 |
+------------+-----------------+---------------+
1 row in set (0.00 sec)

The table COUNTER is created by typing the appropriate SQL in a MySQL client. In a Linux machine, the
MySQL client usually has a command-line interface and is invoked by typing mysql as a command. The
table has three columns: COUNTER_ID, COUNTER_NAME, and COUNTER_VALUE. COUNTER_ID is an integer
that can be up to six decimal digits in length. It cannot be empty in any row. It is the primary key, and
hence unique across all the rows of the table. The value of COUNTER_ID is automatically incremented by
1 for every new row (or counter) entered in the table. COUNTER_NAME is a character string of length up to
60. A counter must have a name; thus, COUNTER_NAME cannot be empty. In addition, COUNTER_NAME is
unique across all rows in the table. The third column is COUNTER_VALUE. It is an unsigned integer up to
10 digits in length. Its value cannot be empty. The default initial value of this field is zero. A counter called
DBBasedCounter1 is created an an appropriate row entered into the table. This is an illustrative situation,
and the table contains only one row.
Once we have the COUNTER table, and the counter named DBBasedCounter1, we can use it in a Web page
to produce a GD-based graphical access counter. The program that follows is similar to the one that we
discuss in Section 10.2.3 except that it uses a database to store counter values instead of a DBM file.

Program 10.13

#!/usr/bin/perl -T
#counterDB.pl

use GD;
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use CGI qw(:standard);
use CGI::Carp qw(fatalsToBrowser);
use Untaint;
use DBI;

#######Set CGI size limit; disable file upload
$CGI::POST_MAX = 1024; #max 1024 bytes posts
$CGI::DISABLE_UPLOADS = 1;

#database details
my ($driver, $database, $user, $password);
my ($dsn, $dbh,, $table, $sth, $DBQuery);
my ($CGIQuery, $name_counter, $counter, @digits, $length, $im);
my ($black, $white, $blue, $i, $counter_value);
$driver = "mysql";
$database = "test";
$dsn = "DBI:$driver:$database";
$user = "Project";
$password = "Project";

#CGI details
$CGIQuery = new CGI;
$name_counter = $CGIQuery->param(counter);
$name_counter = untaint(qr{ˆ[\d\w.-]+$}, $name_counter);

##need to start the connection
$dbh = DBI->connect ($dsn, $user, $password) or

die "Cannot connect to $dsn: $DBI::errstr";

#prepare a query;
$table = "COUNTERS";
$DBQuery = qq{select COUNTER_VALUE from $table

WHERE COUNTER_NAME = "$name_counter"};
$sth = $dbh -> prepare ($DBQuery);
$sth -> execute () or warn $dbh -> errstr;
my $row = $sth -> fetchrow_hashref();
$counter_value = $row -> {’COUNTER_VALUE’};
$sth -> finish();

$counter_value = untaint(qr{ˆ\d+$}, $counter_value);
#Increment the retrieved counter value and write it back to the database
$counter_value++;
$DBQuery = qq{update COUNTERS set COUNTER_VALUE = $counter_value

where COUNTER_NAME = "$name_counter"};
$sth = $dbh -> prepare ($DBQuery);
$sth -> execute () or warn $dbh -> errstr;
$sth -> finish ();
$dbh -> disconnect ();

#Find the number of digits in the counter
@digits = split(//, $counter_value);
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$length = length($counter_value);
#Create a new GD image
$im = new GD::Image($length*14-2,20);

#Create colors by allocating RGB
$black = $im->colorAllocate(0, 0, 0);
$white = $im->colorAllocate(255, 255, 255);
$blue = $im->colorAllocate(0,0,255);
#Create the GD image containing the counter’s value
srand();
for ($i=0; $i < $length; $i++)
{ $im->string(gdLargeFont, 2+$i*14, 1+int(rand(3)), $digits[$i], $white);
if($i < $length-1)
{ $im->filledRectangle(12+$i*14, 0, 13+$i*14, 20, $blue);
}

}

# print the image to STDOUT, i.e., send to browser
print header("image/jpeg");
binmode STDOUT;
print $im->jpeg;

exit;

The program uses the GD.pm module to create a graphic image of a counter, the CGI.pm module to handle
CGI queries, and the DBI.pm module to interact with a database. The CGI::Carp.pm module is used to
get notification of CGI errors. The CGI errors are printed to the browser for purposes of easy debugging.
The program used a MySQL database server. Therefore, the DBD driver module used is mysql.pm.
The program connects to the MySQL database running on the same machine as the CGI program. The
database used is test. The database requires a valid user name and password combination. The program
creates a new CGI object called $CGIQuery to handle the current query or request coming from a Web
browser. It obtains the parameter named counter and calls the value of this parameter $name_counter.
We have used an object-oriented interface to CGI.pm in this program.

$CGIQuery = new CGI;
$name_counter = $CGIQuery->param(counter);

The value is untainted or laundered. The program follows by attempting to make a connection to the
specified database source using the user name-password combination given.

$dbh = DBI->connect ($dsn, $user, $password) or
die "Cannot connect to $dsn: $DBI::errstr";

The program next writes up a database query and quotes it appropriately using qq. qq allows variable
interpolation, and the string inside can span more than one line. The SQL query is given below.

select COUNTER_VALUE from $table
WHERE COUNTER_NAME = "$name_counter"

As usual, the query is prepared before execution. The prepare method of the database handle object
$dbh takes the database query string as argument and returns a statement handle $sth which is used later
to execute the query and fetch the result of execution of the query.
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$sth = $dbh -> prepare ($DBQuery);
$sth -> execute () or warn $dbh -> errstr;

Once a database query has been successfully executed by the database, the results are returned by the
database server to the Perl program. The returned results can be accessed in several ways from within the
Perl program. This program shows one way, using fetchrow hashref. The name of a counter is unique
in the database table COUNTER, and therefore, only one row is returned as a response to the successful
execution of the database query. The row can be accessed within the Perl program as an array, or as a
hash, or as a reference to an array or a hash. fetchrow hashref returns a reference to this row where
the contents of the row itself is a hash. In such a hash, a field or column name is a key, and the content
of the field is the value. fetchrow arrayref, which is not used in this program, would have returned
a reference to the contents of the row, where the row itself is considered to be returned in the from of an
array. Similarly, fetchrow array returns the contents of the row as a regular array. Any one of these three
methods can be used to obtain the contents of one row, and which one is used depends on the programmer’s
preference. Obtaining a reference, and dereferencing takes time. However, if the contents of a row are
fairly voluminous, it makes sense to use references instead of dealing with the contents directly. Using a
hash requires additional time compared to obtaining a row directly as an array. When a row is accessed
as an array, one needs to know the sequence of field names as they are returned. However, when a row is
accessed as a hash, the fields are accessible using the field names as keys. Thus, there are certain decisions
to be made regarding how the data in a row is accessed.
If a database query returns several rows, fetchrow array, fetchrow arrayref or fetchrow hashref
returns information about the next row of results. If there is no row left, each one of these methods returns
undef. Thus, when more than one row is returned, the fetching of all rows of results requires the use of a
while loop with the fetching method as a conditional. The program discussed in Section 10.4.4.2 illustrates
the use of such a loop. In the current program, we know that the result contains only one row, and hence,
performing fetchrow hashref once is enough. The value of the counter is obtained from the hash.

my $row = $sth -> fetchrow_hashref();
$counter_value = $row -> {’COUNTER_VALUE’};
$sth -> finish();

When the results associated with a successfully executed database query or statement are extensive, and
they are read sequentially, it makes sense to use the finish method to clean things up at the end before
the next query is issued. In the current program, it is not really necessary to use the finish method.
Next, the value of the counter obtained from the database is incremented. This reflects the fact that our
program is a CGI program that records accessed to a Web page. Every time the CGI program is executed,
there is an additional access to the associated page. The database also needs to reflect the incremented value
of the counter. The appropriate database query is given below.

update COUNTERS set COUNTER_VALUE = $counter_value
where COUNTER_NAME = "$name_counter"

The query is prepared using the database handle $dbh and a statement handle $sth obtained. The
statement is executed. If it is executed successfully, the new value of the counter is available in the database.
The statement is finished, and the connection to the database killed.
At this point in the program, it has the value of the access counter it needs to display graphically on the Web
page as an in-line image. The value is converted into a JPEG image that is sent back to the browser with an
appropriate HTTP header. The manner in which the image is created has been discussed in Section 10.2.3
and Section 5.7. A Web page where the CGI program discussed above is used is shown in Figure 10.2. The
HTML that produces the counter image on the Web page is given below.

<html>
<head>
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Figure 10.2: A Counter Image Produced by a CGI Program Using GD.pm in a Web Page; The Counter is
Stored in a Database Table

<title> Jugal Kalita </title>
</head>
<body>
<h2> Jugal Kalita </h2>
<h3> University of Colorado at Colorado Springs </h3>
Number of visitors (<em>since March 4, 2002</em>):
<IMG SRC=
"http://pikespeak.uccs.edu/cgi-bin/kalita/counter/counterDB.pl?counter=DBBasedCo

unter1">
<p>

</body>
</html>

10.4.4.2 Querying a Database From a CGI Program

In Section 10.4.4.1 , we see how a database can be used to maintain values of named access counters for Web
pages. The database can potentially contain tens or hundreds of thousands, or even millions of counters.
However, in the SELECT query used to find the current value of a counter returns with only one value
because names of counters are unique in the table. In most programs that use a database, a SELECT query
produces not one, but many rows of response. The program that follows deals with such a situation.
This program is invoked by the Submit Query button of the HTML form shown in Figure 10.3. The form
allows a user to search a database of friends based on certain criteria. It is an illustrative program and
hence the form’s search criteria are simple. The database queried also contains only a handful of entries.
The program searches the database discussed in Section 10.4.1. The database is called test. The table
of interest is friends. It has the following fields: STUDENT_ID, SSNUM, NAME, AGE, HOMETOWN, SCHOOL
and NOTES. The STUDENT ID, SSNUM, and AGE fields are integers. The CGI program is invoked by the
following form, shown below in HTML.
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Figure 10.3: A HTML From in a Web Page; Querying a Database

<form method="post" action=
"http://pikespeak.uccs.edu/cgi-bin/kalita/webQueryDB.pl" name="CGIDBTest">
<div align="center"><b>Find friends who satisfy the following search criteria:
</b>
<table width="53%" border="1">
<tr>
<td><font color="#4865F3"><b>City</b></font></td>
<td>
<input type="text" name="city">

</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><b>Age between</b></td>
<td>
<input type="text" name="start_age" size="3">
<b> &nbsp; and</b>
<input type="text" name="end_age" size="3">

</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><b>Find friends</b></td>
<td>
<input type="submit" name="submit">

</td>
</tr>

</table>
</div>

</form>

The HTML page looks like Figure 10.3 when seen on the Web browser. The CGI program is given below.

Program 10.14

#!/usr/bin/perl -T
#webQueryDB.pl
#use strict;
use DBI;
use CGI qw(:standard);
use CGI::Carp qw(fatalsToBrowser);
use Untaint;
use Data::Table;
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my ($driver, $database, $user, $password);
my ($dsn, $dbh,, $table, $sth, $DBQuery);
$driver = "mysql";
#$database = q{database=test;host=pikespeak.uccs.edu;port=3306};
$database = "test";
$dsn = "DBI:$driver:$database";
$user = "Project";
$password = "Project";

my ($CGIQuery, $startAge, $endAge, $city);

#get the parameters from the HTML form
$CGIQuery = new CGI;
$startAge = $CGIQuery -> param (start_age);
$endAge = $CGIQuery -> param (end_age);
$city = $CGIQuery -> param (city);

#untaint the parameters obtained from the Web
$startAge = untaint (qr(ˆ\d{1,3}$), $startAge);
$endAge = untaint (qr(ˆ\d{1,3}$), $endAge);
$city = untaint (qr(ˆ[\s\w]{1,50}$), $city);

print header ("text/html");
print start_html ("Results of Database Search");
print h2("Results of MySQL Database Search");

##need to start the connection
$dbh = DBI->connect ($dsn, $user, $password) or

die "Cannot connect to $dsn: $DBI::errstr";

#prepare a query;
$table = "friends";

#Find entries from Springs
print "\n\nAll $city entries in TABLE $table";
print " between $startAge and $endAge years old<br>";
print " sorted by AGE, STUDENT_ID and SSNUM\n\n";
$DBQuery = qq{select STUDENT_ID, SSNUM, NAME,

AGE, HOMETOWN, SCHOOL from $table where HOMETOWN like}
. " \"%" . $city . "%\" " .
qq{and AGE >= $startAge and AGE <= $endAge

order by AGE, STUDENT_ID, SSNUM};
fetchPrintTable ($dbh, $sth, $DBQuery);

#disconnect from the database
$dbh -> disconnect ();

print end_html;

#############################
#subroutine to fetch the rows and print a table
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sub fetchPrintTable{
my ($dbh, $sth, $query) = @_;
my @data = ();
$header = ["ID", "SSNUM", "NAME", "AGE", "HOME TOWN", "COLLEGE"];
$sth = $dbh -> prepare ($query);
$sth -> execute () or warn $dbh -> errstr();
while (my $rowRef = $sth -> fetchrow_arrayref()){

@data = (@data, [@$rowRef]);
}
my $dataRef = \@data;
my $table = new Data::Table ($dataRef, $header, 0);
print $table -> html;

}

The program uses the DBI.pm module to talk to a database, the CGI.pm module to deal with the CGI
query coming from the Web browser, and the CGI::Carp.pm module to request that fatal CGI errors be
displayed on the Web browser. It uses the Untaint.pm module to cleanse any data that have come from
outside the program; here, obviously such data come from the HTML form displayed on the Web and filled
by the user. The Untaint.pm module provides facilities to check such data so that they conform to pre-
specified requirements. To be able to use the Untaint.pm module, Perl has to be run with the -T option
as shown below.

#!/usr/bin/perl -T

The program also uses the Data::Table.pm module to produce a nice-looking HTML table from the data
obtained as search results from the database.
The program interacts with a MySQL database called test using the user name Project. The database
server is running on the same machine as the CGI program although it does not have to be the case.
The program obtains the values of the three parameters entered in the Web browser by the user before
initiating the search. We use an object-oriented interface to the CGI.pm module.

$CGIQuery = new CGI;
$startAge = $CGIQuery -> param (start_age);
$endAge = $CGIQuery -> param (end_age);
$city = $CGIQuery -> param (city);

The program untaints the parameter values by calling the untaint function of the Untaint.pmmodule.
The untaint method takes a pattern as the first argument and the variable (here, a scalar) to untaint. If the
variable’s value passes the test, the value is returned which can then be used in an assignment statement.
The program untaints all three variables. qr is an operator that is used to quote a pattern in Perl. This
operator quotes (and possibly compiles) its string argument as a regular expression. The string argument is
interpreted the same way as PATTERN in m/PATTERN/. If "" is used as the delimiter, no variable expansion
is done. qr returns a Perl value which may be used instead of the corresponding /STRING/modifiers
expression. For example,

$regularExp = qr/STRING/im;
s/$regularExp/abc/;

is the same as

s/STRING/abc/im;
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The program prints some HTML header information using some of CGI.pm module’s functions. Then, the
program connects to the database server; it dies if it cannot. The goal of the CGI program is to obtain names
of friends for a specified city who are between the two ages given in the form. For example, in Figure 10.3,
the query requires the program to search the database and find all friends who are from Colorado Springs
and are between 18 and 20 years of age. The corresponding SQL query is given below.

select STUDENT_ID, SSNUM, NAME,
AGE, HOMETOWN, SCHOOL from $table where HOMETOWN like}

. " \"%" . $city . "%\" " .
qq{and AGE >= $startAge and AGE <= $endAge

order by AGE, STUDENT_ID, SSNUM

The query is constructed by concatenating a few strings. The part that deals with the hometown is given
below.

HOMETOWN like "%$city%"

The SQL operator like allows patterns to be used. % stands for one or more characters. Thus, the city
name provided can be preceded and followed by additional characters. For example, if the query provides
the word Springs, any city that contains the word Springs will satisfy the query’s city requirements.
The program calls a subroutine fetchPrintTable that sends the query to the server, obtains the rows of
the response, makes the rows into a nice HTML table, and sends the table back to the browser for display.
A sample result table is shown in Figure 10.4. The HTML table constructed has the headers given in the
anonymous array given below.

$header = ["ID", "SSNUM", "NAME", "AGE", "HOME TOWN", "COLLEGE"];

$header is a reference to an anonymous list of strings that are to become the headers of the HTML table’s
columns. This reference is passed as an argument to the Data::Table.pmmodule’s new constructor later.
The portion of the program that prepares and executes the query, and fetches the rows of result is given
below.

$sth = $dbh -> prepare ($query);
$sth -> execute () or warn $dbh -> errstr();
while (my $rowRef = $sth -> fetchrow_arrayref()){

@data = (@data, [@$rowRef]);
}

The SQL query passed to the subroutine is prepared and executed. The database returns a number of
rows that satisfy the query. The conditional of the while loop is a call to the following method on the
statement handle.

$sth -> fetchrow_arrayref()

The fetchrow arrayref method of a statement handle object returns a reference to the next row of data
returned by the database server. Perl makes sure that the reference returned is a reference to an array that
contains the row’s data. When there is no more selected row left, fetchrow arrayref returns undef.
Inside the body of the while loop, an array of references is constructed. Each element of the array @data
is an anonymous array containing all the elements of a row. Thus, @data is an array of anonymous rows.
The HTML table can be easily constructed by printing out the appropriate HTML tags along with the data.
However, we take a short cut by using the Data::Table.pm module that can perform sophisticated table
construction and manipulation. It is powerful although we use it only for constructing a simple HTML
table.
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Figure 10.4: An HTML Table Produced by a CGI Program

my $table = new Data::Table ($dataRef, $header, 0);
print $table -> html;

The new constructor for the Data::Table.pm class takes three arguments, the first being a reference to an
anonymous array of anonymous arrays. The inside arrays must have the same number of elements as the
number of elements in the anonymous array containing the header strings discussed earlier. The second
argument is the reference to this list of header strings. The third argument is a zero saying that the data is
an array of table rows. An one means that the data is an array of table columns. The table is sent by the CGI
program to the Web browser. The actual HTML produced for the table is shown below.

<TABLE BORDER=1>
<TR BGCOLOR="#CCCC99"><TH>ID</TH><TH>SSNUM</TH><TH>NAME</TH><TH>

AGE</TH><TH>HOME TOWN</TH><TH>COLLEGE</TH></TR>
<TR BGCOLOR="#D4D4BF"><TD>1</TD><TD>198640756</TD>
<TD>Joe White</TD><TD>18</TD><TD>Colorado Springs</TD><TD>PPCC</TD></TR>

<TR BGCOLOR="#ECECE4"><TD>2</TD><TD>198640757</TD>
<TD>Shane Jahnke</TD><TD>19</TD><TD>Colorado Springs</TD>
<TD>UCCS</TD></TR>

<TR BGCOLOR="#D4D4BF"><TD>6</TD><TD>198640761</TD>
<TD>Justin O’Malley</TD><TD>19</TD>
<TD>Colorado Springs</TD><TD>NULL</TD></TR>

<TR BGCOLOR="#ECECE4"><TD>7</TD><TD>198640762</TD>
<TD>Nick Freeman</TD><TD>19</TD><TD>Colorado Springs</TD>
<TD>NULL</TD></TR>

<TR BGCOLOR="#D4D4BF"><TD>3</TD><TD>198640758</TD>
<TD>Seth Gross</TD><TD>20</TD><TD>Colorado Springs</TD><TD>UCCS</TD></TR>

</TABLE>
</body></html>
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10.5 Conclusions

This Chapter has dealt with techniques that can be used to make data used within Perl programs persistent.
Persistent data can be used by different runs of the same program, or by related or unrelated programs
independently. We discuss three approaches for making data live even after a program that creates or
manipulates them dies: DBM databases, serialization of contents of data structures, and using relational
databases. Serialization produces a string from the contents of a simple or complex data structure, or an
object instance. The serialized string can be stored in a file, or even in a DBM or relational database if
needed. A DBM database is a simply structured two-columned database. DBM databases have been used
in Unix for a long time, and are available on Windows machines and Macintoshes as well. There are various
formats for DBM databases. DBM databases can be easily associated with a Perl hash. Finally, currently
available relational databases are extremely powerful and can store millions of records in tens or even
hundreds of tables. Relational databases use specialized algorithms for efficient storage of and access to
complex data. Perl provides an intuitive and simple two-layered interface to relational databases using the
DBI.pm database-independent module and database-dependent driver modules that talk to the database
directly. The DBI.pm module talks to the appropriate database driver module to communicate with the
underlying database engine. Our examples have used only simple databases where one table is sufficient to
store the relevant data. In realistic databases, there are usually several tables that are related using so-called
foreign keys. Since a Perl program simply passes SQL queries to the appropriate database driver module,
there are no complications as far as programming goes to interact with more complex databases with many
tables as long as we know how to phrase the appropriate SQL query. Whether there is one underlying
table or there are many is of no concern to the Perl program. In writing programs that communicate with
databases, one must remember that every vendor of databases modifies the SQL language a little bit to
suit their technical or marketing objectives. This sadly means that programs may not be portable across
databases since teh SQL dialects vary from database to database, sometimes in subtle manners.

10.6 Exercises

1. (Easy: Documentation Reading)
Use perldoc to learn more about how to write modules that tie a variable to a module. Run

%perldoc perltie

to bring up the write-up on ties.

2. (Easy: Documentation Reading)
Read Perl documentation on the DBI.pm module. The documentation is fairly extensive and is about
50 pages long. In particular, learn about all the methods that database handles support. Also, learn
about all the methods that statement handles support. In particular, learn the various ways in which
results from execution of an SQL query can fetched from a statement handle.

3. (Easy: DBI Alternatives)
Rewrite the programs in Section 10.4 so that they use the various approaches to fetching selected rows.
Compare the pros and cons of using fetchrow arryref, fetchrow array, fetchrow hashref,
fetchall arrayref and fetchall hashref. Please note that not all these methods may be avail-
able in all versions of the DBI.pm module.

4. (Easy to Medium: Documentation Reading, Research)
In this Chapter, we have discussed how to use only MySQL databases. If you have access to any other
databases, learn how to access them from Perl programs. Rewrite all the programs of this Chapter to
work with the new databases. What changes to you have to make to the programs?
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5. (Easy: DBM, Search, HTML Forms)
Suppose we need to record the following pieces of information for an individual: last name, first
name, middle initial, social security number, street address, city, state and zip code. Find a repre-
sentation for such data in terms of key-value pairs. Save the records in a DBM file for persistence.
Populate your DBM file with at least 20 records.

Write subroutines that do the following.

(a) Search for individuals from a specific city and return individuals sorted by last name, first name,
and middle initial.

(b) Write an HTML form and link a CGI program to the submit button to perform the search above.
Return the results in a nicely structured HTML table.

One idea is to use the social security number as the key. Concatenate the rest of the fields using a
pre-specified separator and store the resulting string as value.

6. (Easy: Database Search, HTML Forms)
Solve the previous problem using a database. Create the table with appropriate fields. Use any
database to which you have access and is available on your machine or across the network.

7. (Medium: Recursive Structure, DBM)
Suppose we want to keep information about authors of books in a DBM file. For each author, we have
the following pieces of information.

(a) Author ID: a positive integer,

(b) Author Name consisting of three parts: last name, first name, and middle initial,

(c) A list of books authored: For each book, there is a title, a publication year, and publisher infor-
mation. Publisher information includes publisher’s name and the name of the city where the
publisher is located.

Informally, the information about an author has the following information.

[authorID, [lastName, firstName],
[bookTitle1, publicationYear1, [publisherName1, publisherCity1]]
[bookTitle2, publicationYear2, [publisherName2, publisherCity2]]
[bookTitle3, publicationYear3, [publisherName3, publisherCity3]]

....
]

Thus, there can be one or more books an individual has authored. Can you represent the information
as outlined above in terms of key-value pairs so that it can be stored in a DBM file? Think of serializing
the data associated with an author.

Using a DBM file may not be the best approach in this case. However, you are encouraged to imple-
ment a program for this problem to gain valuable experience and insight.

8. (Medium: Database, Research)
Solve the previous problem using a database. It would be appropriate to define several related tables
so that there is no redundancy is data storage. If you do not know how to do this, consult a tutorial
book on databases. One such book is Fundamentals of Database Systems with E-Book (With CD-ROM) by
Navathe and Elmasri [NE02].
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9. (Medium: DBM, Encryption, Research)
Consider a record structure where we have a unique person ID, a last name and a first name, and his
or her salary. We want to keep the salary information encrypted using DES or some similar private key
encryption scheme. Thus, only those who can supply the proper secret key can read the information.
Implement a program that prompts for a key and encodes the salary information using the encryption
scheme before saving it to a hash. Store the hash’s contents in a DBM file.

Write another program that returns the salary for individuals with a certain last name, or a last name-
first name combination. The program prompts for the key and provides the salary in unencrypted
form only if the correct encryption/decryption key is provided.

Read Chapter 11 to review how encryption algorithms such as DES are used. Assume that the private
key is distributed securely, say by hand, to parties who need to know it.

10. (Medium: Database, Encryption, Research)
Redo the previous problem by using a database. Use any database of choice.

11. (Medium to Hard: Database, CGI Programming, Search, Research)
Write a program to organize your music CDs. A record consists of the following information: Song
title, Artist name, Album from which the song is taken, Genre, Time the song takes, Year it was
published. Create an appropriate database table. Enter at least twenty rows of data in the table. Use
any database of choice.

Create an HTML form that allows one to search for a song by one or more of the following criteria:
artist name, song title, album, and genre. Note that only any one field needs to be specified. When
the submit button is clicked, a CGI program returns the chosen songs in a nice HTML table.

Can you extend your program so that when a user clicks on a song’s title, the song is actually played
on a audio player on the computer?

12. (Medium to Hard: Guest Book, CGI Programming, Search, Can be a long-term project)
Consider adding a guest book to a Web page that belongs to you. A guest book allows individuals
visiting the Web page to leave comments. Include an HTML form on the page that allows an inter-
ested individual to enter the following information: a name, an email address, a text area where the
individual can leave textual comments, geographic location of the individual leaving a comment, the
date and time of the posting. Create a database table with appropriate fields. Write the CGI program
so that a visitor can add his or her comments.

Sort the entries in the table by date and time. For each entry in the database table, enclose it within
appropriate HTML tags to make it look nice on the Web page. Let the Web page clearly show the date
and time of posting, the poster’s name, and his or her email. Create this page and provide a link to
this page from your Web page. You can create this page by running a Perl program off-line.

Also, develop a simple form that allows a visitor to search for comments based on one or more of the
following criteria: name of the poster, and the date of posting. Sort the entries by date. Write the CGI
program to do so.

13. (Medium: tie, Research)
Write a Perl program that implements storing of an array in a text file. In particular, assume that the
array contains the following elements that can be interpreted as fields of a record: VIN number of a
vehicle, its make, model, color and approximate resale value. Write a tie module so that one can
enter new vehicles into the text file, and that it can return a record given a VIN number. Assume that
the VIN number is a 20 digit alphanumeric value. Keep the fields of a record in a single line of the
text file. Separate the fields of the record using a pre-specified separator, say, one or more tabs, colons
or commas.
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14. (Medium: tie, Database, Research)
Redo the implementation of the tie in the previous problem so that the records are stored in a
database table instead of a text file.

15. (Hard: Virtual Bookstore, Contains many components, Long-term project)
Redo the problem titled A Virtual Bookstore at the end of Chapter 8 on CGI programming. Store all
your data in terms of database tables.

16. (Hard: Virtual Grocery Store, Contains many components, Long-term project)
Redo the problem titled A Virtual Grocery Store at the end of Chapter 8 on CGI programming. Store all
your data in terms of database tables.

17. (Hard: Virtual Auction Site, Contains many components, Long-term project)
Redo the problem titled A Virtual Auction Site at the end of Chapter 8 on CGI programming. Store all
your data in terms of database tables.

18. (Hard: Web-based Sports Site, Contains many components, Long-term project)
Redo the problem titled A Sports Site at the end of Chapter 8 on CGI programming. Store all your data
in terms of database tables.
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